VERTIGO: an introduction to the visual uncanny

In Alfred Hitchcock's *Vertigo* (1958), a policeman Scotty Ferguson must retire after a near-death accident has made him acutely fearful of heights. As a favor to an old classmate, now a ship-construction industrialist, Gavin Elster, he is hired to follow the magnate's wife, Madeleine. Madeleine seems to be obsessed with the idea that she is the reincarnation of a Latina, Carlotta Valdes. Scotty follows her to a museum, where she sits staring at Carlotta's portrait. He discovers that she has rented a room that once belonged to Carlotta. He saves her from a suicide attempt, and the surveillance ends as Scotty falls in love and is drawn into Madeleine's fantasy. Leading him to a rural convent, she infects him with the proposition of re-making her into his remembered image of Madeleine. Reluctantly, she agrees. Madeleine's death is ruled a suicide, Scotty suffers a nervous breakdown. Some time later, he returns to his pastime of walking the streets of San Francisco, where he spots a shop-girl, Judy Barton, who eerily resembles Madeleine. He approaches her with the proposition of re-making her into his remembered image of Madeleine. Reluctantly, she agrees. Madeleine's death is ruled a suicide, Scotty suffers a nervous breakdown. Some time later, he returns to his pastime of walking the streets of San Francisco, where he spots a shop-girl, Judy Barton, who eerily resembles Madeleine. He approaches her with the proposition of re-making her into his remembered image of Madeleine. Reluctantly, she agrees.

The Jentschian Uncanny. Ernst Jentsch, "On the Psychology of the Uncanny" (1906), divided the uncanny into two parts: cases where a live person has evidence of something dead within them (automatic response, a compulsion, automatic control from without, a curse, etc.), and cases where nothing seemingly dead continues to exist in some form. The third reveals to Scotty that he has been duped into serving in the role of an expert witness to Elster's murder of his wife. Who would doubt an ex-policeman in court? This converts Scotty's anonymous surveillance space into a stage, where scenery was set around him, cultivating his actions and his commitment. Lured out from the space of a "cool detective" (cf. Sherlock Holmes, Hercule Poirot), he becomes a "hot detective" (Mickey Spilane's Mike Hammer). In this lure, Scotty played the role of another D, the "dummy" (je mort, in French), enduring another Lacanian trial, the interval "between the two deaths." This interval has multiple roles in Vertigo. First, it is the overall condition of Scotty's retirement, his survival (?) of the accident that resulted in the fall of the uniformed officer. Fear of heights is Scotty's mark, or, as Deleuze would put it, de-mark, that which sets him apart from nature. The film begins with a roof-top chase and ends in the monastery tower.

The Freudian Uncanny. Freud confirms Jentsch's views but adds the interesting etymology of Unheimlich, which appears to descend directly from its opposite, Heimlich. Like the "idiotic symmetry" of D and A, the definition creates its own metonymical surpluses. Home protections but also conceals, and concealment/unconcealment then involves "that which should have remained concealed." The dialectic between visibility and invisibility leads him to the optical and anamorphic challenges to identity found in E. T. A. Hoffman's story, "The Sandman" (1816). Also in this story are examples that relate directly to Judy's role, first as the adept actress and later the stiff shop-girl. Olimpia is an automaton who fascinates the young visitor Nathanael, who takes her to be the daughter of the professor, Spalanzani. Olimpia's reticence suggests the Turing Test model of mind: that a machine is alive (D) if the perceiv-er cannot tell the difference between its answers and the answers of a real human. The possession of Nathanael/Scotty (Ad) completes Jentsch's symmetrical formula, but Freud then shows how these metonymical remains combines in the ambiguous figure of Judy, whose identity is uncannily Real: she is exactly who she is, the actress hired to play the role of the beautiful wife of Gavin Elster. The optical object, the jewel, combined with other optical replicas (the portrait of Carlotta), to frame Judy in a case of mistaken identity, which in hysterics terms is the only (self-referential psychotopic) option.

The Phallic objet petit a. High places and towers have a bad reputation from "bad Freud" books and popularizations, but there is a point in looking closely at the relationship between
desire, the object-cause of desire that Lacan said could not be symbolized, and the role of the partial objects that, though resistant to symbolic capture, embody the idea of resistance to representation. Scotty's brush with death in the first minutes of the film, and his return to the monastery tower twice in the film, once for the symbolic death, then for the "real death" of Judy, show just how this 'a' can serve the needs of narrative in film. The phallic is many things for Lacan, and almost as many for Hitchcock. Primarily, the phallic is that which appears and disappears — making it a natural medium for the Freudian uncanny. Something concealed within includes the small 'd' and 'a' contained by the zombie and the living dead, respectively. The object petit a is the perpetual metonym created by the structural relationship between demand and desire. Because of even this minor disruption, the false devices of the imaginary and the symbolic, in stages Freud famously identified as oral, anal, and phallic. In the last of these three, it is castration that allows organization of pleasure around the phallic, a seeming paradox, but the key is that it is "symbolic castration," meaning "castration by symbols." Scotty, the hysteric, is powerless because his trauma cannot be assimilated into his networks of symbolic relationships. He must drop out of the police force, for example. The tower is, architecturally, a partial object. It is the essence of building but only a part, the "high and most apparent" part. Vertigo is the experience of finding nothing beneath one's feet; and in metaphor, metonymy is exactly "that which has nothing beneath its feet." It is the symbol of nothing, and when nothing has been named, famous paradoxes and stories have resulted, such as the story of Odysseus in the cave of the Cyclops. Giving his name as "Nobody," he insure his escape as the thick-headed Cyclops, calling for help, will have only the pronoun, not the proper noun, understood by his laughing neighbors. "Nobody has blinded me!" gives Odysseus just enough time to scoop scotch to back his boat, hanging beneath the sheep the Cyclops must let out of the cave to pasture.

The partial object, the object out of place, resists representation. It is the de-mark that does not fit well in Judy's jewel case, because it proves that she is not Judy, which is to say that she is Judy "more than Judy herself." The small a guards the gap in the circular knowledge (S_d) that brings Scotty back to the tower. The nun, invisible in the shadows, steps into the light and closes the circle by putting Judy beneath the metonymy of her role.

Anacoluthon, analepsis, metalepsis. Madeleine's act is maintained by the suspension of a metonymy at the beginning of the film (the role of the actress, Judy). The final metonymy, the jewel, leads to a flashback that recovers the concealed-beneath line of logic that Scotty had not seen: the plot with himself as a principal actor, the credible witness needed to guarantee Elster a perfect crime. The fact that the film is divided perfectly into metalectic and analeptic halves, with metonymies playing the critical roles of discovery, coupled with the use of "phallic" towers and the symptom of vertigo, seal the argument that this film is a graphic portrayal of the anacoluthon, the figure of forward motion made dysfunctional by a "hypotactic" error coming at the end, generating meaning "retroactively" through an analepsis that employs anamorphosis (re-interpretation through a shift in the POV). Too many Greek words? Bear up; there is an economy that links these terms together; any one term will "pay for" the others as they come into triangular shape. A further labeling strategy is based on the dominance of motility motifs in the metalectic phase (looking for some lost object), the dominance of scale inversions (<>) in the analeptic phase, and a concentration on identity issues in the final phase (Judy>Madeleine>Judy). In the hysteric's world, identity is always based on the reverse angle that puts the subject "on stage." The evil eye does the same in the historical examples of the uncanny. It is "out there" looking at us, but we can't locate it. It stares us at empty spaces, from the eye-sockets of skulls. It is the D_a element that provokes in us an A_d response. But, we always leave out something, drop something, overlook a clue: metonymy.

Heights or Depths? Towers and rooftops seem high, but it is the depths that Scotty fears, the void beneath that cannot support. Hitchcock connects this fear to winding: the circuitousness of San Francisco city streets, the winding stair in the monastery tower, the curl in the hair in Carlotta's portrait. In Organs without Bodies: on Deleuze and Consequences (New York: Routledge, 2004), p. 163, Slavoj Žižek notes that the tower is the "point at which the gaze inscribes itself into reality, the point at which the subject encounters itself as gaze." Hitchcock grasps this point by portraying Scotty's nightmares in terms of an encounter with his own face, the "subject on stage." The phallic tower positivizes the real role of pleasure-fear as an undergrowth, a dark presence inscribed into all normal, phallic. In the last of these three, it is castration that allows organization of pleasure around the phallic. Scotty, the hysteric, is powerless because his trauma cannot be assimilated into his networks of symbolic relationships. He must drop out of the police force, for example. The tower is, architecturally, a partial object. It is the essence of building but only a part, the "high and most apparent" part. Vertigo is the experience of finding nothing beneath one's feet; and in metaphor, metonymy is exactly "that which has nothing beneath its feet." It is the symbol of nothing, and when nothing has been named, famous paradoxes and stories have resulted, such as the story of Odysseus in the cave of the Cyclops. Giving his name as "Nobody," he insure his escape as the thick-headed Cyclops, calling for help, will have only the pronoun, not the proper noun, understood by his laughing neighbors. "Nobody has blinded me!" gives Odysseus just enough time to scoop scotch to back his boat, hanging beneath the sheep the Cyclops must let out of the cave to pasture.
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